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Discussion

The Discussion Questions in unit eight look at the different approaches to government influence in economics and how this affects us on a daily basis. We will explore both Keynes and Hayek's theories on economics and how we can use these ideas today in response to the global economic recession.

What is the difference between a Keynesian theory of economics and Hayek's theory (or the Chicago School of Economics)? Which one has had more influence in recent political decisions on the role of government in the economy?
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Per our seminar, the Keynesian theory of economics is about helping out our economy when it needs it. For example, a recession or depression would be good examples where Keynesian theory could be applied. Helping out would mean pumping money into the economy in the form of stimulus packages, bailout money, or lowering interest rates---all to inspire economic growth, thus pulling us out of a sagging economy.

Hayek's theory is pretty much the opposite. In fact, Hayek theory suggests that government’s trying to influence the free market is what causes recessions in the first place. Hayek believed free markets themselves were enough to balance out any economic problems all on their own; there was no need for government intervention. 

Now, of course there is much debate about government and its influence of markets…especially in the last couple of elections. I don’t believe the majority of Americans are in a conservative mood. Why? Well, nationalism is partly to blame…but so is our over-indulgence in the war machine. We spend billions yearly, (a trillion so far in this last war alone), on the industrial-military complex. It is extremely easy for most Americans to see we do have money…we just chose to spend it on war, or give billions to other nations (just to keep the peace). So yes, Keynesian seems to be the winner in influence. The greatest country on earth has to prove to its citizens why it’s still the greatest country.

Some of what has happened, didn’t just happen overnight. We allowed our government to continue to fight wars, even though most Americans are so very weary. We allowed corporations to punch holes in the fabric of this country, mainly by stockpiling wealth and outsourcing our most precious commodity---jobs. Now we are waking up…realizing that the American Dream is slipping away and it’s no time to be conservative, not to our citizens that is. It’s Americans that are tired and weak. I’m no political scientist, but if the government can somehow intervene, and pull our fellow citizens out the gutters, then they need to do it (no matter what the costs).
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What do you think? Is Keynesian theory or Hayek's theory better for our country? I personally think the Keynesian theory is 90% right. I say 90% because I don’t believe in “free” money, or at least not 100% unconditional. For example, bailouts should always be in the form of loans (with interest), and only available on a sliding scale. For example, Company ABC gets bailed out during one recession. At this time, safe guards must be taken so the company doesn’t completely collapse during the next recession. Come the next recession, and the company is asking for money again, they would only be eligible for 75% of the possible funds. The third recession it would be 50%...etc. The idea is to force companies to begin thinking about the future, and not just about instant, “today” profits. Companies act in a cavalier fashion when it comes to finances, and then when a recession hits there are mass layoffs. It’s not right.

I’m all for the government helping companies…but it is also the government’s responsibility to force companies (that take money) to try to build better, stronger financially responsible companies.
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I totally agree; it does seem like it is Democrat or Republican. You say middle ground…what middle ground exactly? I always liked the idea if businesses take money from the government, it must be conditional. The conditions would be that they present a plan to better themselves (and they would receive much less money the next time around). Every single company I have ever worked for has made poor financial decisions. And, I believe if you’re going to take money from the government, you need to become more financially sound; perhaps that is hiring better business professional; perhaps that is appointing an oversight committee; but the idea is that companies need to be answering to someone before it hits their stockholders, or worse, before mass layoffs happen.

There is something I’ve noticed throughout my 19+ years working in IT, when a company starts to struggle, the very first thing they do is mass layoffs. I often wonder why. It seems like the least creative solution that I can think of. Of course, I also wonder how they got themselves into such a predicament to begin with. I mean, recessions aren’t some new concept; we can pretty much expect them on a regular basis. Are the executives so greedy or so oblivious to economic downturns? Makes me wonder…
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I tend to agree, nothing is new, but can we make these theories work for us? It seems like Americans are really in liberal mood, or should we say a Keynesian mood? Entitlement programs are always a hot button topic. The Conservatives want to try to convince us to privatize everything…even though most other democracies do not do this…and there is no precedent in the world to prove that privatization will work for a country our size. It is almost like the Conservative side just aren’t the intellectuals that I thought they were. You just can’t say something without proving it will work. Of course, it’s going to be hard to prove that privatizing would work for us because of mere size. Many countries have successfully implemented cradle to grave entitlement programs, creating many happy poor and middle class citizens. However, still, this hasn’t been proven that it will work for a country our size. 

So where does that leave us? Well, somewhere in the middle. We can’t offer cradle to grave entitlement programs…because, honestly, we just can’t afford it. We can’t privatize everything because corporatism has been shown to bring out the worst in people (with corporations being responsible for millions of jobs being outsourced all in the name of profit margins). Maybe if the government regulated private companies…perhaps we could privatize more. But we just can’t hand over the lives of our citizens to private companies that have been shown time and time again to rape this country for its wealth.

-----------------------------------------------------------
Eddie Jackson
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We are slowly recovering from a global recession. What do you think are the best ways to influence growth in the economy while helping those who have been negatively affected?

Influencing economic growth is quite a complex task.  The public sector, the private sector, domestic, and foreign trade all have to be considered.  There are also the large amounts of money going out of the country in foreign assistance, treaties, and paying countries to basically maintain the peace.  Why are all of these important?  These are important because monetary and physical supplies are limited.  Everything that comes out of the resource pile, is just that much less that will be available to put towards economic growth or helping citizens.  So, how do we spur growth, but still help those that need it the most?
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Influencing economic growth is quite a complex task. The public sector, the private sector, domestic, and foreign trade all have to be considered. There are also the large amounts of money going out of the country in foreign assistance, treaties, and paying countries to basically maintain the peace. Why are all of these important? These are important because monetary and physical supplies are limited. Everything that comes out of the resource pile is just that much less that will be available to put towards economic growth or helping citizens. So, how do we spur growth, but still help those that need it the most?

The very first thing I would do is force companies to bring jobs back to the United States; to do this, I would give companies tax breaks on jobs they bring back to the country. I would also make outsourcing seem less of an option by increasing tariffs on all imports; the idea is to design and manufacture it in America.

The next thing I would do is give tax breaks to new companies, and low interest loans for them to create new companies that have solid business plans. I would promote the idea that manufacturing and new businesses will be a national effort, where success is the only option.

Thirdly, I would increase the amount of Pell Grants, and encourage colleges and universities to lower tuition rates as well as seek college book prices that fit into student budgets. They could lower tuition rates (and book prices) by utilizing online technology.

Fourth, I would stop paying for wars---our own, as well as other country’s' wars. The United States would become peace keepers of the world. We would reduce our presence throughout the world, bring home our military home to protect our borders and sovereignty, and cut the Defense and Military budgets by 50%. If we need to send support to other countries, it would a diplomat for peace. On the note of foreign affairs, I would also cut foreign expenditures by 50% under unemployment was around 3%-4%. Americans come first. Period.

Now, for helping those that need it the most. Well, from my points above, jobs would create opportunity; more affordable and accessible education would also provide opportunity to those that need it the most. The way I see it, jobs and education are two of the most important things you can do for an individual and for our country as a whole. Of course temporary things like food stamps and welfare would be made available…however, 90% of those that would receive assistance would be told there would be a deadline; I would impose limits and deadlines to force people to be actively looking opportunities. 
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I totally agree with your two main ways to spur growth. How do your plans factor in helping those that may need healthcare or welfare? Perhaps there would be less people that needed assistance…due to the increase of opportunities, but what about those that still needed a little help? What kind of assistance should the government offer (if any)?

Also, what about education? Do you think the government should do something to increase access to education?
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You and I are on the same wavelength; drastic times call for drastic measures. Americans need to focus on this country. That means domestic manufacturing, education, and attention to the needs of Americans have to be paramount; less war, less foreign assistance, and less military occupation throughout the world. We should do whatever it takes to reduce the unemployment rate. I also agree with your proposals of making outsourcing seem less appealing. What do you suggest we should do about the ever-increasing tuition costs?
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What do you think we should do about the rising education costs? What about the people on food stamps and welfare? Should we continue providing money to them? There are two main education related problems I see that America has; one, we need to bring science and math back to this country; two, we need engineers---chemical, mechanical, civil, and electrical. What do suggest we should do to spur growth in those fields?
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